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Abstract

An annular type duopigatron is in
study at our laboratory,' for the pro-
duction of high pc-.-:er, long duration •
neutral "beams. The main advantage of
this source is its high degree of homo-
geneity of the plâsiaa density. Experi-
ments are goiiig on to increase the ex-
tracted current above the actual value
of ?. A» which corresponds to a current
density of 100 aA/crn2, and to prolong
the pulse duration from 0,5 S" to higher
values»

The source is operated at ground
potential. A large area multi-aperture
three-e]ectrode extraction system is
used. The neutraliser (a hydrogen gas
cell adjacent to the extraction system
where the accelerated iona are partial-
ly converted into fast atoms by charge
exchange and dissociation) is biased at
the negative po.-ential corresponding to
the desired beau energy0 At the exit of
the neutraliser there exists in this
disposition a strong, electric field
which decelerates I;he energetic ions re-
maining in the beara. This field removes
the charged fraction froji the beam ;
furthermore it is possible to provide
for the energy recovsry of this frac-
tion. Preliminary results of the energy
recovery with a He-beam are given.

Introduction ;

An annular type duopigatron is in
development in our laboratory in order
to produce inten.-sa energetic hydrogen
atom beams •for application in controlled
fusion experiments (TFR, V,' VII, JET).
The advantage of this source is the higi
degree of homogeneity of the plasma den-
sity /!_7o Intense neutral beans were
produced with the ion soiu-ce biased
either at the K.Ï. positive potential
or at the ground potential (the neutra-
liser is then "biased at the H.T-. nega-
tive potentip.1). The results of -cheso

studies were published /~2_7i Now we
operate the injector always in the
grounded ion source arrangement. At the
exit-.of the. neutraliser, in'this set-up,
there is a strong elactric field which
decelerate the energetic ions. This
field removes the non-neutralised frac-
tion froa the beam and a!2 j:-:s eventual-
ly to provide for the energy recovery
of this fraction. This arrangement also
simplifies the electrical power system
of the ion source and the control of
the source'parameters. Vfe will'report
here some recent results and develop-
ments»

Ex-perimentgJl, system.

1o The plasma source.

The plasma source consists of an
annular duoplasmatron discharge feeding
a Penning discharge system. A schematic
view of the ion source and the injec-
tion system is given in Fig. 1. The
primary electrons and the plasma stream
radially, following the magnetic flux
lines, towards the extraction chamber.
Here two plates, the first electrode
of the extraction system and, on the
opposite side, a circular Molybdenum
plate, act as reflectors for the elec-
trons.

In previous experiments the ca-
thode was a circular oxide coated
nickel ribbon, of 28 cm diameter,
which was placed in the magnetic field
free region behind the "Zvo.sch.en"
electrodes. This cathode is now changed.
Instead of the ribbon 12 aligned spiral
filaments of 0,8 mm Tungsten wire are
used. They are a0c0 heated, each in
counter-phase to its neighbours. Some
advantages of the new cathode are the
higher thermo-ionic current (up to
about 300 A), lovrer impurity level and
better regroducibilisy of the



electrode at the "decel" potential

PIG. 1. The annular duopigatron and its
mounting. 1 : cathode, 2 : Zwischen-
electrode, 3 ï nJicde, 4 î Mo-shield,
5 : extraction system, 6 : neutraliser,
7 : suppressor and screen grids.

2. The beam forming system»

ïhe ion beam is forced with a multi-
hole three electrode system. The elec-
trodes are 0,2 cm thick copper disks
with a 9 cm diameter free region, con-
taining 199 holes of 0,2 cm radius and
a transparency of 0,39» The electrode
spacings are 0,45 cm for the accelera-
ting gap and 0,2 cai for the décèlera- ,
ting gap. ,

ïhe principal electrical connec-
tions of thfc grounded ion source are
shown in fig. 1. The neutraliser and
the third electrode are at the same po-
tential. They are connected, by means
of a variable resistor R, with the
intermediate electrode which is connec-
ted to the negative potential T/g. When
the beam is on, a positive current 1̂
(due essentially to the slow ions re-
sulting from charge-exchange collisions)
polarises the neutraliser and the tlurd

The ion beam energy in the neutraliser

18 V- 2V (eV). •••;-
At the exit of the neutraliser

are two grids of 0,3 mm Molybdenum
wire» The suppressor grid , 93 % trans-
parent, is held at the potential VH
and serves as a reflector for -the plas-
ma electrons in the neutraliser. The"
screen grid of 96 $ transparency is at
ground potential and serves as an elec-
trostatic screen.

3. Neutral beam measuring equip-
ment. '

* * * » .

_,' The power in the neutral beam is
measured on two concentric calorimeters
of 1 0 and 1 5 cm diameter at 110 cm
from the extraction syste.uo" The neuiral
beam (power) equivalent current is
taken as leq.— W/tV , where W and t

• are respectively the energy transf ered
.- to the calorimeter and t the pulse
.- duration o ;

Re suits,

1. Injector parameters.

The new cathode allows the dis-
charge to run stably in D.C0 state,
However,' with a beam extracted, the
discharge was pulsed with a pulse du-

. ration of typically 0, 1 5 s. Occasional-
ly pulses of 0,5 s have been used (of
•15 kV, with 1 , 5 A ion beam) „ The arc
voltage varies from 70 to 100 ? for
arc current ranging from 50 to 200 A»
The optimum hydrogen pressure in the
discharge is 2 X 10-2 Torr. Ihe gas

. flow from the source gives a pressure
gradient in the neutraliser with a
gastarget thickness of 0,11 Torr cm
which results in a neutralisation ef-
ficiency of 75 %. At the exit of the
neutraliser the gas pressure is
3,5 x 10-4 Torr during fie pulse, and.
an order of magnitude lower in the
test .chamber.

2. The beam properties.

The extracted ion current (appro-
ximatively given by the H.V. drain cur-
rent) is nearly proportional to the

' arc current as shown in Fig. 2. In the
same figure is shown the increase of a
factor 3,5 of the drain current when



the suppressor grid is biased at the
neutraliser potential. This increase is
due to the acceleration of the electrons
of the neutraliser plasma.
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Fig0 2. Total H.V. current drain as a
function of the source arc current.
(a) ITormal connections, (b) Suppressor-
grid at nexitraliser potential»

The neutral beam equivalent cur-
rents measured on the two colorimeters '
in the coridî i'-.is of minimum beam di-
vergence are ĝ -ven in Fig. "5 a.s a func-
tion of the H V drain current . It can .
be seen that about 60 fi of the H V
power is collected within the 1 5 cm
diameter calorimeter and slightly less
than 50 % on the 10 cm calorimeter,
indicating a very low beam divergence

In these experiments the unneutra
lised fraction of the beam (mainly pro
tons from the dissociation of- the ' H
primary ions) was not recovered and
counts for about 25 % of the total
power» The remaining power losses are
mainly due to b"eam interception by the
electrodes,, -the '.neutraliser and the
grid s»

The extracted ion current in the
conditions of minimum divergence fol--
lows a V5''* dependence, which is in
a£reement with previous measureiucnitn
/2J7. (See Fig, 4). The average per-
veance P per hole has the value :
P = I/VV»N osa.SMo"3 A/v4/1-,.
where N is the number of apertures;; 'f . . . . ...̂  „• . t. ~

to) .
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FIG. "5. Neutral beam current as a func-
tion of the total H.V. current drain»
(a) within the 15 cm calorimeter, (b)
within the 10 cm calorimeter..
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FIG. 4. Total beam current at minimum
divergence as a function of the extrac-
tion voltage.

Energy recovery.

The basic scheme of figure 1 can
be used for the direct energy recovery
of the species of-ions of energy
"V£[(eV), using an_appropriate screen
:.grid as collectoi-i.-It can be noted



that a similar energy recovery system,
if applied on a conventional injector
-with the source at the high voltage,
would require five succeeding grids at
the exit of the_neutraliser, as is
.shown by HOIR J_ 3_7 .

As an estimate, space charge
effects can be taken into account by a
simple unidimensional treatment. Assu-
ming that the ion" energy E(eV) is equal
-bo the decelerating potential V<j, the
-Hm-ita.tj.nn for J4", the "unneutralised
ion beam current density is :

where A is the Child law constant and
X. the grid' spacing. This relation
gives the condition for X in order tc
avoid a virtual anode formation between
the grids. If E > Va a different ex-
pression must be used on the right .side
of the inequality»

In order to test the energy reco-
very the injector was operated with
Helium gas. The screen grid was repla-
ced by a grid. consisting of Molybdenum
ribbons of 0,1 mm thickness. An alter-
nating tension of 500 V max. was applied
to this collector and the variations in
the total drain current and in the neu-
traliser current were registered» In
these particular experimental conditions
it was unfortunately nob possible to vary
significantly the gas target thickness
which was near the equilibrium velue
( *s 4 x 1015 cm-2). The recovered frac-
tion of the total, power varied from
12 */•> to 18 $> for a 1 A team of respec-
tively 9 keV and 18 keV, corresponding
to what can be expected from the neu-
tralisation efficiency. Similar rr.easu-
.rement made in the past with hydrogen
gas showed recovery fractions of only
some percent, in agreement with the
fact the beam consists mainly of mole-
cular ions. ;

Conclusions.

The annular duopigatron is a re-
liable ion source with a homogeneous
plasma density, which makes the exten-
sion to ion-sources with a very large
extraction surface possible. The per-
formances of this source are in cons-
tant progress. The operation of tie
source at the earth potential results
in an important simplifications both
.for the source operation as for the
energy recovery system of the charged
beam fraction<>
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